AMENDMENTS ‘10 APPENDICES I AND II OF ThE CONVENTION
Proposals Submitted Pursuant to Resolution on Ranching

A.

PROPOSAL
Maintenance of the Botswana population of Crocodylus niloticus in
Appendix II.

B.

PROPONENT
The Republic of Botswana.

C.

SUPPORTING STATEMENT
1.

2.

Taxonomy
11.

Class:

Reptilia

12.

Order:

Crocodylia

13.

Family:

Crocodylidae

14.

Species:

Crocodylus niloticus Laurenti, 1768

15.

Common Names:

English:
French:
Spanish:

16.

Code Numbers:

Nile crocodile
crocodile du Nil
Crocodrilo del Nib

Biological Data
Since this proposal is made solely for Resolution Conf. 3.15 on
“Ranching”, information relating to populations extralimital to
Botswana is excluded from this proposal.
21.

Distribution: Both historically and at present the Nile
crocodile’s distribution is confined to the few perennial rivers
of the country. These rivers are the Okavango River with its many
tributaries and swamps, Kwando, Liyanti/Cbobe River, Boteti
River, Savuti Channel and the Limpopo River. A small section of
the Zambezi (5 km) is also known to support a crocodile
population.
The Okavango Swamgs fall wholly within Botswana and have a mean
area of 10,000 kin’ while the Kwando, Linyanti/Chobe River
extends for about 300 km before joining the Zambezi on the border
with Namibia, Zambia and Zimbabwe. Currently crocodiles are
distributed throughout the country where suitable habitats
prevail. They become localized, and isolated populations exist in
permanent pools and main river channels during the dry season but
being migratory animals, during the rainy season and the on set
of seasonal floods on the Okavango, they quickly re—establish
themselves in the lower stretches of the rivers and the delta.
(Simbotwe, l988a).
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22.

Population: The distribution of the population of crocodiles in
mostly dense relatively inaccessible papyrus/phragmites swamps
make accurate estimates of the population impracticable. The main
crocodile population occurs in the Kwando, Linyanti/Chobe which
extends 300 km. The Okavango River (100 km) and the Okavango
Delta (15,540 sq. km) are the other major crocodile localities. A
substantial population is also known to occur in the Limpopo
River, a 319 km stretch of seasonal river.
The main crocodile localities can be divided as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Linyanti/Chobe
Zambezi
Kwando
Limpopo
Savuti
Okavango
i.
Boro
ii.
Thoage
iii. Boteti
iv. Moanachira
v.
Santantadibe
vi. Khwai

166 km
5 km
56 km
319 km
65 km
100 km
175 km
105 km
290 km
70 km
100.5 km
98 km

In our attempts to estimate the population of crocodiles in the
aforementioned rivers, aerial surveys and night counts (by boat)
have been undertaken over a period of five years by Graham and
Blomberg and the last one year to date by the Department of
Wildlife and National Parks team. Data on the crocodile
population on the Okavango “Panhandle” (a stretch of river from
Mohembo to Seronga; see maps 1 and 2) is available (Graham and
Simbotwe, 1988; in prep.). The Okavango River consists of what is
commonly known as the main channel, the eastern channel and
numerous off-channels including the Kaola Thogo (50 km length)
all of which account for a minimum of 200 kilometres of suitable
habitat. Our present data from both aerial counts by fixed wing
plane and night counts by boat for a 100 km of the main channel
revealed an estimation of 2.1 ± 1.5 crocodile per river km.
This indicates a conservative estimate of not less than 400 adult
crocodile population on the panhandle alone. But there are many
papyrus choked off—channels not accessible by boat and hence not
included in the night counts. This low estimate is compounded by
terrain that is difficult to work through. Our estimate based on
recruitment on the panhandle show that there are thirteen times
as many crocodiles recruited yearly i.e. at least there is a
minimum thriving population of not less than 5,000 hatchlings at
the end of each breeding season. Not less than 100 nests are made
per annum on the Okavango Panhandle and with a mean clutch size
of 50 eggs, this gives a potential recruitment figure of 5,000
hatchlings per annum for this area alone. Percent hatchability
and survivorship of young has not been accounted for but it is
being worked out, from in coming field research data. Its effect
however, on the estimated population is expected to be minor.
The Okavango Delta is made of 5 main river channels that when
added together with the Savuti Channel give a mean river length
134 km. This excludes much of the inaccessible permanent swamp
which is very suitable crocodile habitat. Taking a nominal
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population of 2 crocodiles per kilometre, we have 6xl34x2 = 1608
crocodiles. This is likely again to be an underestimate because
the Okavango Delta covers 15,540 sq. km and is mostly dense
relatively inaccessible papyrus swamp.
In the North and North—West hydrological system are the rivers
Kwando, Linyanti/Chobe and Zambesi whereas flowing in the eastern
direction is the Limpopo River which has been surveyed during the
day only due to security reasons. Part of the 100 km of river
that fall within the Chobe National Park and 8 km of Limpopo
River front was at Sherwood surveyed. Data on number of
crocodiles seen per kilometre of river showed a population of
5 crocodiles per kilometre. For the 3 rivers and total length of
556 km the estimated population would be approximately
2,780 crocodiles. The Linyanti/Chobe and Kwando Rivers have
swampy conditions much similar to the Okavango, hence most places
are inaccessible to the study team.
The Okavango Panhandle has an estimated population of 5,000
crocodiles along the main channel, whereas the channels in the
delta have an estimated population of 1,608 crocodiles. The 3
rivers in the North and eastern Botswana are estimated to support
a crocodile population of 2,780. We can safely say that the
crocodile population in accessible water ways for the whole
country is in excess of 9,380 crocodiles. However the frequency
by which crocodiles are seen by the Departmental research team
may indicate an increase in population of crocodiles in the
rivers in the North. Local safari operators and local fishermen
have pointed out that the crocodile population on the Okavango
River has shown an upward trend since the late l970s and years
following the ban on hunting.
The only reliable way to estimate shifts in population numbers
and biological status in swampy crocodile habitats is by counting
crocodile nests. A detailed monitoring programme on the crocodile
nesting population in Botswana is in operation and yields more
reliable data than aerial counts of crocodiles in these swampy
conditions. Detailed information on breeding characteristics of
the Okavango crocodiles is given by Graham and Simbotwe (1988; in
prep.). It is essential to say that we have not only identified
gaps in knowledge concerning crocodiles in Botswana but have also
identified areas important as habitats for crocodiles and to
their nesting activity.
There are substantial isolated crocodile populations in Lake
Liambezi, and Savuti Channel (Slogrove, pers. comm.) yet to be
counted. It can be safely assumed that the crocodile population
in Botswana is in the region of 9,000 to 10,000 crocodiles and is
on the increase. Our current management and conservation plans
will certainly help promote increase in crocodile numbers.
Reports on problem animals by stock owners and fishermen in areas
where crocodiles are not protected could indicate an increase in
crocodile populations rather than just greater human/crocodile
contact.
23.

Habitat: Apart from drought which has caused some of the smaller
rivers and streams which were once perennial, to be ephemeral,
the crocodile habitat is secure. A Veterinary Disease Control
Cordon fence partly surrounds the Okavango Swamps and this
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separates the cattle and arable farming from the swamps. There is
also a firm proposal to declare most of the swamps as Wildlife
Management Areas, where wildlife will be the primary land use,
and therefore this should ensure more protection for the swamps
and their crocodile population. In addition, some 3,880 km of the
Okavango Delta comprises the Moremi Game Reserve where no hunting
or capture of the crocodile is allowed. At least 100 km of the
Linyanti/Chobe system falls within the Chobe National Park (see
maps 1 and 2). We have identified the Okavango Panhandle (area
between Mohembo and Seronga), Kwando, Chobe/Linyanti and Limpopo
rivers as important area for the Nile crocodile in Botswana which
need the necessary protection. Hence our zoning programme which
is supposed to operate on staggered utilization of range per
given time will be effected in these areas. The Kwando/Linyanti
and Lake Liambezi mostly fall on the Namibian side and hence
protected (Slogrove, pers. comm.). No capture of crocodiles is
allowQd on the Namibia side of the rjv~r, Bntswana has had such
good rains this year (1988) that the crocodile habitat is likely
to show dramatic improvement and the animals should be widely
distributed compared to years of drought. Human encroachment on
the delta does not present a problem at the present moment and
future protection to wildlife is assured through present landuse,
zoning exercise underway. We have identified factors important to
nesting and threats likely to have negative impact have been
documented (Simbotwe, l988b).
3.

Trade Data
31,

National Utilization: This scheme can be divided into two main
categories:
i.

recreational hunting

ii.

crocodile farming.

Under sport hunting a total of 50 crocodiles per annum are
allocated to non—resident safari hunters.
Under current farming operations, (“farm” is used to denote both
ranches and captive—breeding operations). The two farmers in
Botswana were allowed a combined quota of 1,600 crocodiles and
12,000 eggs over a three year period up until 1989 for the
purpose of developing their farms into self contained and
economically viable farms by 1989. The Okavango Swamps Farm has
so far captured 795 crocodiles and collected 5,930 eggs. The
farmer has only this year as his last to collect from the wild.
The Wildlife Services Botswana, Kazungula crocodile farm started
later and the farmer has so far captured only 258 crocodiles and
collected 3,013 eggs. He thus has an outstanding balance of 342
crocodiles and 2,987 eggs. The farmer will fulfill the
outstanding capture quota in the 1988/1989 season.
The need to apply for ranching status is in support of
development of ranches and a co—operative based on ranching (see
table 3).
The Fauna Conservation Act requires possession of an export
permit in order to export skins or any crocodile by—product.
Similar restrictions are imposed by the Veterinary Authorities

for live specimens. Customs officials at the border gates also
check export permit documents to ensure that they are proper.
32.

Legal International Trade: Since the licensing of the first
crocodile farm in 1983, as shown in 31 above, the national
hunting quota has been progressively reduced to its present level
of 50 animals and this is only for non resident safari hunters.
This reduction was made to facilitate the setting up of crocodile
farms and to accommodate their capture and export quotas. So far
the Okavango Swamps Farm based at Maun has, since its inception
in 1983, exported 3,443 live crocodiles, composed of wild
captured adult animals and hatchlings from wild collected eggs
and eggs produced on the farm. The Wildlife Services, Kazungula
based farm has since 1984, exported 1,044 live animals, also
composed of wild eggs and eggs produced on the farm. All these
live crocodiles have been exported to crocodile farms. A
restriction has been effected on capturing of wild crocodiles on
the Okavango Panhandle, an area locally and internationally known
to be the prime breeding area of the Botswana crocodile hence
critical to the survival of this animal. No dead specimens have
yet been exported by the two farmers so far. But as present farms
enter full farm status next year (1989) they will start to
slaughter for skins and meat. Commercial exports are permitted
only when skins originate from a registrated breeding/ranching
station. All such commercial exports, will be covered by CITES
export permits, issued by the Department and skins will have the
appropriate tags attached.
Each permit bears a security stamp. Officers from the Department
maintain strict controls and farmers are expected to submit
quarterly accurate records of stock and regular inspections of
the farms by the Departmental staff is a strict requirement.

33.

IllegalTrade: Since no market exists locally for crocodile
skins, illegal collection of crocodiles or sale of crocodile
products is very minimal and under control. Killing of
crocodiles, apart from licensed killing, is due to predation
control in cases where crocodiles attack people and/or livestock
and where they are caught in fishing nets. The killing of an
animal in such cases is however legal according to the national
fauna legislation.

34.

Potential_Trade Threats
341.

Live Specimens: As already stated live specimens have so
far only been in trade since 1983 and exports have been
from Government licensed crocodile farms to crocodile farms
in South Africa. Trade in live specimens is also under
strict control from veterinary side. And even within the
country there are disease control zones and one requires a
permit to take an animal from one veterinary zone to
another. Finally the Customs Department at the point of
exit also requires to see valid export permits. A
restriction on collecting of wild specimens from the
Okavango Panhandle is now on. Hence there is little chance
of trade in live specimens proving a threat to the species.
Over collection of wild eggs can not occur because there
are set collecting quotas monitored by the Department and
farms are expected to return to the wild 5% of the ranch
stock.

342.

4.

Parts and Derivatives: Botswana is just now starting
selling skins from ranched/farmed animals. Locally, limited
marketable crocodile derived items are sold. Apart from
skins to be sold by licensed farmers, only trophy skins for
licensed foreign hunters will enter the foreign market. We
shall adhere to CITES requirements of tagging all skins and
use of CITES forms.

Protection_Status
41.

National: The Fauna Conservation Act (chapter 38.01 of the Laws
of Botswana) has its preamble: “An Act to make further and better
provision for the conservation and control of the wild animal
life of Botswana...” A crocodile is a game animal and can only be
hunted or captured on the strength of a permit issued in terms of
the Fauna Conservation Act. As for any other animal, crocodiles
may not be hunted or collected in a Game Reseive uL Ndtioilal
Park. A crocodile or its parts and derivatives may only be
exported on the strength of an export permit issued in terms of
the Fauna Conservation Act. As stated elsewhere the annual
hunting quota for resident hunters has been done away with
altogether. In the past, crocodile hunting quota for residents
was given but this was hardly utilized and even when it was,
residents found themselves losing money on buying crocodile
licences only to end up with skins which had no buyers.
Zoning of crocodile habitats has been undertaken (Simbotwe and
Matlhare, 1988) and should further lead to strict control on both
utilization of eggs and adult crocodiles per given period.
Protection ranges from total protection in National Parks and
Game Reserves to strictly controlled hunting and harvesting of
eggs outside protected areas.

5.

42.

International: Botswana depends a lot on its own internal laws
for protecting its wildlife resources and any wild animal
specimen, whether live or dead, has to have a permit which may be
either an import, export or re—export permit. Crocodiles fall
under the category of animals for which export permits are
required. The strength of this domestic legislation made it only
natural that Botswana should become a Party to CITES. Botswana
endorses the decision to place crocodile populations in
Appendix II on the basis of a set wild export quota. This should
ensure adequate international protection of this species since
both Botswana and CITES have now agreed on a common status for
the species.

43.

Additional Protection Needs: None considered necessary.

Information on Similar Species
Only the Nile crocodile occurs in Botswana.

6.

Comments from Countries of_Origin
Not applicable since this ranching proposal concerns only the Botswana
population. But it is relevant to say that like many other SADCC
member states, Botswana is carrying out a long term project to
establish the size of the crocodile population. The crocodile
researcher has also worked out and recommended to the Department

management options and monitoring programmes for the country. African
and SADCC countries support the keeping of Botswana’s crocodile on
Appendix II (see reference section for relevant documents). Attempts
are being made through SARCUS to discuss populations of crocodile in
rivers bordering South Africa and Namibia.
7.

Additional Remarks
71.

Legal Protection and Population Trends: Crocodiles in Botswana
are not totally protected as it is envisaged that current wild
stocks are out of danger. This followed a reservation that
Botswana entered but does not anymore technically observe.
However, crocodiles in Botswana are regarded as game animals
hunted only on licence. The species was seldom hunted either for
its skin or meat, but it was occasionally destroyed as a problem
animal as it conflicted with man. Such attitudes persist but they
are now slowly dying out with the growing awareness of the
commercial value of the animals. In the past, crocodiles were
admittedly over—exploited and Graham (1976) states that between
1957 and about 1969 the Okavango crocodiles were hunted
intensively for skins and the number taken was probably 10,000
animals which may have reduced the population to a very low
level. According to Blomberg (1976) the figure cropped between
1957 and 1974 was 7,600 while other sources say that some 40,000
crocodiles skins were marketed between 1959 and 1969 (Medem,
1981).
Crocodiles are now on the increase in the rivers of northern
Botswana; Chobe/Linyanti, Kwando and the North—t~est; Okavango and
the Delta. A recent preliminary aerial survey show that there are
9,000 to about 10,000 adult crocodiles inhabiting the afore
mentioned aquatic systems. The Limpopo River has a healthy
population of crocodiles and attempts to determine population
size continue. Problem animals, and those facing drying outs are
captured and given to the farmers. Conflicts however, arise in
the Okavango an area that support substantial livestock and
fisheries activities. It is indeed the current commercial value
of the crocodiles that has helped the crocodile population in
Botswana to reach the size it has at the present moment and
without which the crocodile could be viewed in the negative by
the public.

72.

Commercial Exploitation of Crocodiles: Crocodiles were hunted
intensely especially in the Delta in the mid—fifties. The
concessionaires closed business in 1969 by virtue of over—
exploitation that lead to economic inviability at that time.
Bunting was however, re—opened in 1974/75 but only for a short
time. Recent CITES statistics indicate the export of 1,164 skins
from 1979 to 1982 and Caidwell (1984) shows that most of these
(1,158) were being imported into the Federal Republic of Germany
in 1979. In 1983 the Okavango Swamps Crocodile Farm (Pty) Ltd
opened business and this was followed by the Wildlife Services
Botswana (Pty) Ltd in 1984. The present farms in Botswana harvest
eggs from the wild for captive breeding purposes. Based on past
experiences, capture of wild crocodiles is now discouraged and
strictly regulated and is under restriction in the Panhandle area
of the Okavango.

73.

Research: In order to support crocodile commercialization, we
have instituted a crocodile country—wide census. Numbers of
crocodiles are estimated by aerial surveys and on the ground by
boat at night using a spot light. We also work out population
size structure. It is important to work out a body size structure
of crocodile populations especially in rivers where capturing has
continued. Our preliminary results has shown that young animals
below 2.6 m are always in the majority of animals counted in the
Okavango and the Delta.
This is a healthy sign and could mean that recruitment and
survival of young is good and that the population is likely to
grow with the likely positive contribution from the young
recruits. Formal Departmental documents and publications on
crocodile management by members of the Department and their
associates are listed under Annex B. Current investigations are
listed under Annex C. Relevant documents are appended and
meanwhile studies continue.

74.

Restocking: A return of well grown crocodiles equivalent to 5% of
the eggs taken by the farms each year is one of the conditions
which operators have to fulfill. The river systems that fall
within managed and protected areas, i.e. National Parks and Game
Reserves have been identified as suitable crocodile habitats
where re-stocking can genuinely be done to justify sustainable
conservation efforts. The size of female crocodiles to be
released is 1.2 to 1.5 m. long. The first release operation
should take place in early September 1989.

75.

International Assistance and Co—operation: The present crocodile
researcher in Botswana is a member of the Crocodile Specialists
Group (CSG) of the IUCN. Botswana recently hosted the 13th
Wildlife Sector meeting for SADCC countries. Botswana was asked
to provide its expertise on crocodiles when the SADCC sponsored
crocodile survey and monitoring programme gets off—ground. This
shows much confidence the international community has on
Botswana’s current crocodile projects and management plans.

76.

Conservation and Management: Botswana has a wildlife conservation
policy. This document which was approved by the National Assembly
in July, 1986 discusses in addition to the potential economic
significance of wildlife the development of commercial wildlife
utilization. This philosphical support for game utilization
schemes is of great value to crocodile utilization operations in
Botswana. However, this document is general and not specific to
any taxa. There is to date strict legislation that protects
crocodiles in Botswana, and this would hamper the repetition of
over—exploitation of the Botswana crocodile that occurred in the
1950’s that nearly sent the animal to extinction. Current
management policy of strict control of numbers of crocodiles and
eggs to be used in farms has currently helped wild populations to
recover and there is positive evidence that populations are
increasing outside protected areas.

77.

Trade: Botswana has allowed sales of a small number of live
crocodiles to enable crocodile farm operators to generate some
income. This has been for a period of three years only and
permission to do so expires in 1988/1989 period. Botswana has
discouraged selling of its adult crocodiles outside the country.
The question of selling hatchlings outside Botswana is also being
looked into. It is a general concensus among countries of the

Persons who will be issued with permits to operate crocodile
farms will have strict pre—conditions to satisfy and these are
discussed in detail in the document entitled “Crocodile ranching
and farming in Botswana
by Simbotwe and Matlhare (1987).
“

a) The Department must be satisfied that the wild stock can
support the annual harvest of eggs. Information from our
annual nesting monitoring programme helps the Department make
appropriate decisions. One third of the total nests recorded
yearly from respective habitats will be given to needy farmers.
b) The applicant must have the expertise to run the scheme and
must produce convincing evidence that his capital resources
are adequate to maintain his operation until such a time he
expects to start getting a financial return.
c)~~he operators pledge to provide the DeparLment with well grown
crocodiles of the ranched stock amounting to 5% of the number
of eggs originally collected. These hatchlings are now being
stocked in the Moremi Game Reserve, the gate way to the
Okavango River.
d) The operators also agree to have a staff of the Department
accompany them on egg harvesting and crocodile capturing
operations. They make quarterly reports concerning the
operations and stock on the farm and their facilities are open
to regular inspection by the Department.
Collecting quotas originally for the two farms were set to run
for a period of three years, (see tables 1 and 2) and expire
during the 1988/1989 period. Local quotas under the ranching
proposal will be arrived at using information from crocodile
census and nest count monitoring programmes. Tables 1 and 2 show
the stocks held by each farm up to February, 1988. Both farms
have progressed well and hope to start exporting skins by
1989/1990 period. The Okavango Swamps crocodile operation hopes
to export up to maximum of 2,000 skins whereas Wildlife Services
Botswana wishes to export 1,000 skins annually.
Wildlife Services Botswana Pty Ltd, has a breeding unit made up
of 13 males and 60 females. This is the first year (1988) that
there has been notable breeding activity on this farm and 626
eggs were harvested on the farm last year. This number should
increase as animals mature. The Okavango Swamps crocodile
operation has a breeding unit comprising of 6 pens with single
breeding system and 1 pen maintained on a multiple breeding
system. Each of the 6 pens has 1 male and 7 females giving a
total of 6 males and 42 females, i.e. 48 animals maintained on
this system. The multiple breeding pond has 42 animals. In total
this farm has a breeding unit composed of 90 animals. This farm
has produced 1,874 eggs from it captive breeding unit, i.e. more
than 50% of its annual requirements. This is a welcome trend
since it reduces pressure on the wild population and should allow
the Department to expand it’s crocodile commercial venture
through a ranching programme using eggs harvested from the wild.
This should enhance the commercial value of crocodiles as an
acceptable form of wildlife utilization scheme.
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SADCC region not to export live crocodiles but only skins from
the SADCC region in order to encourage local industries. For
detailed quota exports, refer to the Botswana CITES Report of
1986.
78.

Criteria to Be Met under Resolution Conf. 3.15
781.

Paragraphb) i/of Conf. 3.15: The crocodile operators are
subject to strict control and this has obvious conservation
values and benefits. Strict controls on utilization have
been responsible for current increase of the Botswana
population of crocodiles in the wild.

782.

Paragraph b) ii) of Conf. 3.15: Products from Botswana will
all be documented according to the requirements of CITES;
will bear CITES stamps and skins will be tagged to ensure
adequate identification of products exported from Botswana.
This should help to distinguish such products from those
originating elsewhere (see section 787 below);

783.

Paragraph c) i) of Conf. 3.15: Discussions on sections 22
and 72 provide clear evidence that taking from the wild
populations has not had significant detrimental impact. The
operations have been going for the past 5 years now has
strict controls on exploitation has benefitted the wild
population in view of recorded increase in nesting and
population numbers (Simbotwe, 1988).

784.

Paragraph c) ii) of Conf. 3.15: The biological and economic
success of the farming operations is already likely to be
realized as operations start to produce products for export
next year (1989).

785.

Paragraphc) iii) of Conf. 3.15: All crocodiles in
captivity are treated humanely and quickest method of
killing is advocated. Finishing the animal quickly ensures
minimum disturbance to other animals in the pen. Animals
are kept under proper facilities ensuring proper hygienic
conditions and are well fed. Both farms have started or are
in planning stage of starting fish/duck farming and are
encouraged to farm chickens. This should provide a
permanent food supply for crocodiles and provide immediate
income.

786.

Paragraph c) iv) of Conf. 3.15: Botswana has made it a
condition for operators to make available to the Department
5% of ranched stock for re—introduction to wild. Continued
monitoring and populations census by the Department has
resulted into management plans that are beneficial to wild
population and increase in wild population provides
evidence that such measures are working.

787.

Paragraph c) v) of Conf. 3.15: In Botswana operators have
just started dealing in wet salted skins. They hope to
start exporting by next year 1989. When they do, they will
follow the usual requirements of CITES already discussed
under section 782. No manufactured items derivatives of
crocodiles products will enter the market as yet and when

they do they will bear the usual security stamps having
approved CITES serial numbers. This is already in practice
in Zimbabwe and is expected to work satisfactorily.
788.

79.

8.

Paragraph c) vi) of Conf. 3.15: Botswana certifies that the
operations will be monitored very closely by the Department
to ensure that this criteria continues to be met with and
that Botswana’s annual report will include a statement on
trends in the wild population and performance of the
operations.

Conclusions: Botswana fully supports removal of the Nile
crocodile from Appendix I and its inclusion Appendix II. ~Jith
current crocodile country—wide census project and nest count and
nest site monitoring programme, a proper evaluation of wild
population is possible, management options currently in force are
instrumental to improvement in conservation of the Nile crocodile
in Botswana and the wild population that has now increased
considerably. Crocodile farming operations have helped in
educating the public on the ecological and economic value of
crocodiles. Now the public is able to tolerate crocodiles which
would not have been the case some years ago. The strict
management laws and control concerning utilization of crocodiles
in Botswana has led populations of crocodiles to be included in
Appendix II which is also the case with neighbouring countries.
The inclusion of the Nile crocodile in Botswana in Appendix II
was supported by SADCC member countries at the SADCC workshop on
management and utilization of crocodiles (Kariba 2—6 July 1987).
A positive statement was made on Botswana population in support
of the amendment of Appendices I and II of the Convention and
asserted that “there are large areas of very suitable crocodile
habitat of which a considerable portion is protected
the
crocodile population is in no danger of extinction”.
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Annex/Anexo/Annexe A

POLICY STATEMENTS ON
CONSERVATION AND
MANAGEMENT OF CROCODILES
—

1.

Background: The Government of Botswana is committed to the fact that
crocodiles should be commercially utilized but only on a sustainable
conservation basis; applying sound ecological principles and appropriate
ecological and technological knowledge.
Detailed programme of action that outline the objectives, management and
conservation options is contained in the document entitled
Crocodile
Management in Botswana. The following salient policy statements are
outlined in order to match up with current perspectives.
—

2.

Policy
2.1 The industry is being developed commercially in order to create
economic opportunities and help to promote conservation awareness
through utilization.
2.2 Because we realize the problems brought about by drought; such as
general reduction in surface water in crocodile habitats, the
Department has designed present operations to be compatible with the
present needs to increase the numbers of crocodiles in the wild
through re—stocking programme in areas we feel crocodiles have been
depleted and where re—stocking is likely to be successful.
2.3 The Department’s policy and aim is to increase crocodile numbers in
areas where crocodile populations seem to be depleted and where they
are acceptable.
2.4 The farming operations once established will be based on a regulated
system that is being developed with aid of data from both crocodile
country—wide surveys and monitoring of reproduction in various
isolated crocodile sub—populations throughout the country.
2.5 The Department will exploit crocodiles under regulated control through
zoning of crocodile habitat to ensure appropriate utilization, and
sustainable conservation.
2.6 Under valid permit, controlled hunting of crocodiles and removal of
eggs outside national parks and games reserves will continue to be
undertaken.
2.7 Where conflict with man occurs frequently, it is legitimate to have to
reduce or maintain crocodile numbers at low and safe levels.
2.8 Farmers will be allowed to harvest eggs only after a team of
biologists from the Department has finished the annual population
census, nest count and nesting site monitoring programme. Whereas a
comprehensive population census may be done every 2 years once a long
term dossier has been established on the populations in various
habitats, the annual monitoring programme will continue to enable us
to study the production base and estimate the nature and magnitude of
recruitment into the population.

2.9

Farmers will understand that the farm and all production records should
be available for inspection by an official of the Department. Quarterly
reports should be submitted to the Director, including egg collecting
records. Egg collecting teams will continue to be at all time accompanied
by staff members of the Department of Wildlife and National Parks.

3.0

Farmers are expected to conform with CITES regulations; such as use of
tags, and CITES stamps bearing serial numbers. These conditions are
clearly spelt out in contract papers on terms of operation.
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IMPORTANT DOCUMENTS ON CROCODILE MANAGEMENT AND
BIOLOGY IN BOTSWANA
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CURRENT PROJECTS
PROYECTOS EN CURSO
PROJETS EN COURS

1.0

Aerial counts of crocodiles in the Chobe/Linyanti and Kwando
Rivers, Limpopo and Okavango River and Delta.

2.0

Monitoring of nesting and nest sites of crocodiles in the Limpopo
and the Okavango Rivers.

DWNP 3.0

Fedility of breeding female crocodiles to nest sites.

DWNP 4.0

Reproductive characteristics of the crocodiles in the Limpopo and
Okavango rivers.

TABLE! CUADRO/TABLEAU 1
OKAVANGO_SWAMPS FARM PTY LTD
Operations of the farm during the 1983 to 1988 period of growth.
* BALANCE

1.

Capture quota
live crocodiles
(over a 3 year period only)

1000

2.

Collection quota
eggs
(over a 3 year period only)

6000

3.

Crocodile captured until 1.2.88

4.

—

—

795

205

Eggs collected so far until 1.2.88

5930

70

5.

Eggs produced by farm animals

1874

6.

Hatchlings from wild collected eggs

4031

7.

Percent hatching success over past year 68%

8.

Hatchlings from farm animals

9.

Percent hatching success

74%

10.

Total crocodiles (3+6+8)

6506

11.

Total crocodiles exported

3443

12.

Stock on farm 1.2.88

2353

13.

When likely to export skins
Number per annum approximately

*

1680

1989/90
1500-2000

where applicable
Statement of intent on current operations: Item 11 shows the number of
crocodiles that have since been exported. Note that these numbers are
mostly of old post—reproductive males and problem animals including
hatchlings raised from eggs laid on the farm. Farmers will move into
production of skins, meat, mounted specimens, osteological specimens,
decorative egg shells, and gastroliths (stomach stones) in 1989 and these
will always remain as the major commercial products.

TABLE/CUADRO/TABLEAU 2

WILDLIFE SERVICES BOTSWANA (PTY) LTD

Operations of the farm during the 1983 to 1988 period of growth.
* BALANCE

1.

Capture quota
live crocodiles
(over a 3 year period only)

2.

Collection quota
eggs
(over a 3 year period only)
—

6000

3.

Crocodil@ c~pturGd

2S8

342

4.

Eggs collected up to February 1988

3013

2887

5.

Eggs produced by farm animals

6.

Hatchlings from wild collected eggs

7.

Percent hatching success

82%

8.

Hatchlings from eggs by farm animals

282

9.

Percent hatching success

45%

10.

Total crocodiles (3+6+8)

3006

11.

Total crocodiles exported

1044

12.

Stock on farm

1962

13.

(a) When likely to export skins
(b) Number per annum

1989
1000

—

600

626
2466

TABLE / CUADRO/ TABLEAU 3

LIST OF CROCODILE FARMS

NAME

ESTABLISHED

Okavango Swamps
Farm (Pty) Ltd

Maun
Ngamiland

1983

Wildlife Services
Botswana (Pty) Ltd

Kazungula
Chobe

1984

Ngarangi Crocodile
Farm

Shakawe
Ngamiland

being
registered (1988—89)

Limpopo Crocodile
Farm

Sherwood Ranch
Tuli—Block

being
registered (1988—89)

Ngamiland Crocodile
Co-operative

Maun
Chobe

Under
consideration

STOCKS_OF CROCODILES HELD TO DATE

NAME

HATCHLINGS

Okavango
Swamps Farm
(Pty) Ltd

1200

Wildlife
Services
Bo tswana
(Pty) Ltd

SLAUGHTER_STOCK

2000

90

1000

70

Ngarangi
Crocodile
Farm
Limpopo
Crocodile
Farm

*

100

stock requested

BREEDING
STOCK

2000*
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1.

INTRODUCTION
The Botswana Nile Crocodile is a game animal hunted on
licence
under
the Fauna
Conservation Act. (chapter
38.01
of the1 Laws of Botswana).
This species was
recently downlisCed under an export quota system from a
CITES appendix I to appendix II catergory.
The latter
catergory allows for controlled trade.
Hence it
is an
intention
of
the Botswana
Government
through
its
Wildlife Conservation
Policy 1986
that the biological
resources
of the country
crocodile included
be
developed
mmerciail~y for the benefit of the people of
Botswana.
The crocodile is a property of the people of
Botswana and the Botswana Government
is
committed to
the fact that this animal will be commercially utilized
only on a sustainable basis; applying sound ecological
principles and appropriate ecological and technological
knowledge.
These measures should be implemented to
avoid wastage of resources and over—exploitation. The
Department of Wildlife and National Parks is determined
to see
that the future of the crocodile in the wild in
Botswana
is
not
unnecessarily
prejudiced and/or
threatened.
It is also important
to note
that as a
result of recent drought, crocodiles no longer occur in
some habitats
such as Lake Ngami,
which has dried up
and onlyLtsmall population
still occurs in the Boteti,
Savuti channel and ‘[~hamalakane river. This has, largely
confined the crocodile to only few perennial wetlands,
mainly in
the northern
part
of the country.
This
suffice to say, contistitute an important change in the
geograhical
distribution
of
the
Botswana
Nile
crocodile. The Department recognizes
these chances and
is now naturally c~a~eful~ and will only approve methods
of
exploitation
that
are
compatible
with
the
conservation and resource utilization laws and policies
in Botswana, including SADdC principles outlined in the
document
tijtled
Management
and Utilization
of
Crocodiles in the S.4DCC Region. (1988 in press). Should
climatic conditions
improve,
areas
that were
once
habitats
of crocodiles
could become potential
re
stocking areas.
I
—

2.

—

MANAGEMENT AIMS AND OPTIONS
The major reas~s given
to justify the development of
the crocodile indu.~trHin Botswana are
compatible with
the objectives
out~iined in the Wildlife Conservation
Policy Government Paper Number 1 of 1986. The industry
n~eds
to
ho
p~omoI:nd .~nd developed commercially in
o~’der
to
ct-ca to
economic
opport~uni ties and jobs,
especia~ly for the rural masses, ~to enable them to earn

4
hard cash and enter into a modern
wage
economy.
A
tourism component
would help to promote conservation
awareness. An education programme should also assist
prospective farmer.~
to
understand the mechanics of
crocodile farming ~4nd
trade.
Our motto
is
that to
utilize is to conserve.
Because of the present need to maintain high
crocodile
numbers in all habitats in Botswana,
the Department of
Wildlife and Natipnai Parks has no other option but to
promote a crocodil&~ ranching industry. Such a scheme is
likely to help increase
the numbers
of crocodiles in
the wild through1 a ro—ston~ing programme in areas where
crocodile numbers I are .Low.
Botswana has opted to be a
ranch state1 with effect from 1989.
Hatching rate under
artificial incubation of 90% is far superior to that of
the wild that
is normally put
at
50%.
Hence eggs
collected from
the
wild would certainly be better
utilized under a ranching system.
The following management aims
by the department;

and options

are adopted

‘LI

(1)

The Departmen1~’s ~aim is to increase crocodile
numbers in a~’eas where crocodile populations
seem to
be
liepleted and where
they are
accordingly accepted.
This
is
being done
under a re-rs~ocking programme.

(2)

T]~e Dèpartmei~t
only allows ranching based on
an! established local
quota system
that is
being developed with
aid of data from both
crocodile
surveys
and nesting monitoring
programmes
(see
Appendix).
If applied
correctly,
this
operation
should enable
populations ~o
oscillate at some appropriate
level to allow natural balance and recovery.

(3)

The Department 4xploits
the crocodile only
under regulated control
through
zoning of
crocodile habitats.
From
time
to
time and
depending on~ crocodile surveys and monitoring
data, crocodile habitats
will
be classified
accordingly
as
safe,
vulnerable
and
threatened.
Simultaneously,
regulated
exploitation of eggs, h~tchlings, subadults,
adult males and adult
females
is
being
implemented.

3’
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3.

ZONING AND UTIL~ZATION OF CROCODILE HABITATS
There are three wb1~lan1d systems in Botswana that still
remain crocodile ~rongholds and important crocodile
habitats.
These ‘wetlands are, the Okavango River and
L~elta and
the ‘Kr~.~ando/Lihyanti/Chobe
drainage system.
S4ectioz~zs ~f
th€~ Limpopo River
that retain water
permanently are also known
to support numbers
of
crocodiles
(Figs
1
and 2).
A
small section of the
Zambezi (5km) is also known
to support a crocodile
population.
I
Several factors ~ri~~st be considered before the status of
crocodile populat~ons
and crocodile habitats
can be
determined
à~4i
appropriate
management
measures
implemented. T~ pers~istent drought has greatly reduced
permanent
wet1ar~ds ,1 in
Botswana.
Degradation of
crocodile habitats and microhabitats
important for
example in nesting and general breeding
by livestock,
[fire, cutting of vegetation
etc
is
on
the increase.
~‘onseguently the~j
Department has
decided to zone
crocodile habitats in Botswana in response to these and
other various problems.
—

—

This
zoning ~xercise howev~r does not
ignore
the
importance of existing national
landuse programmes in
the districts under w~hich crocodile habitats fall. This
linkage raises important questions of conflicts between
various landuse schemes and indeed the need to consult
and co—ordinat~. If care is not exercised a campaign to
increase the numbers of crocodiles on the Okavango, for
example, could run
i~nto
conflict
with
livestock and
fisheries industries,
whereas an attempt to eliminate
or reduce the number of crocodiles in
this ecological
system would
equally run
into problems
with
the
aspirations of the
tourism industry i.e. aesthetics
including scientific values.
The zoning exercise adopted’ here is subject to review
and amendment depending on fresh knowledge coming from
crocodile surveys and monitoring activities. Crocodile
populations in Watio~-ial Parks and Game Reserves enjoy
full protection as stipulated by the National Parks and
Fauna Conservation Acts.
The Okavango River which is commonly referred to as the
“pan-handle” is
increasingly being exploited to levels
beyond its natural
carrying capacity.
Clearing for
human
settlements,
poaching,
livestock
watering and
grazing, agr~cui.ture, tourism, ravaging
fires and reed
bed cutting by Iocn.I.s
are on the increase and suffice
to say these activities
leai’~e
behind irreparable
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damage.
It is on the Panhandle that the crocodile has
been over-exploited in the repent past and it
is also
important to nhte that, this is the same locality that
is the prime breeding area
of the Nile Crocodile in
Botswana.
The Dep~irtment has
until further notice
designated both the crocodile population in
this area
and
the habitat as
threatened.
Hence a crocodile
population
and
habitat
monitoring programme is
currently
undertaken
a regular
basis. Except
under or
a
special permit
from on the
Department,
no hunting
capturing of crocodiles
is
to
be allowed on
the
Okavango Pan Handle (area between Mohembo and Seronga).
This zone is
strictly open
only to egg harvesting
activities
to support
a
ranching industry (see nest
maps in appendix section).
A
re—stocking exercise is
being implemented.
The Okavango Delta~ can
be divided into three main
ecologically distinct zones; the permanent swamp, the
seasonal swamp and the dryland masses (Fig 2). Part of
the permanent swamp and seasonal swamp falls under the
Moremi
Game Reserve where no hunting or capture of
crocodiles is allowed. Results from aerial surveys show
that both the Moremi Game Reserve (3,880 sq km) and the
permanent swamp portion of the delta, support a healthy
population
of crocodiles.
This zone
is relatively
inaccessible
and does not
render itself
to
easy
navigation.
Hence
this
zone
is designated as a safe
habitat.
Here
our management
aim is
to maintain
crocodile numbers and utilize
them under a set local
quota system.
The dryland mass~s of the Delta present a different
picture.
Cattle
grazing,
fires,
tree
felling and
cutting of r4eedbcds arid molapo
farming is
common in
this are~. This activity and its effects is however not
confined to this zone only,
and in no
time it is
expected
to
move progressively towards
the
upper
reaches of the Delta,
hence threaten~ing the future of
the
whole
D~lta.
The
dryland
masses
zone is
consequently herebj~ regarded as a threatened habitat.
Studies
on
habitat
degradation are
ongoing and
solutions to reI~ibilitate should be arrived at soon.
However, the Delta ‘~V~le Crocodile including that of the
Thamalakane and Bote~i 1Rivers
and the Savuti channel
(134km)is
regarded
to
be safe, and should be hunted
under permif~ ande~gs harviested under a local quota
s.tstem.
This management
option
should help protect
crocodi.le popuiati~ns in this area.

7
The Kwando/Linyanti/Chobe/Zambezi
river wetland system
has
broad floodplains
with
vast
stands
of Cyperus
papyrus
and Phragniites
spp.
hence
showing the
characteristics
of a permanent swamp. About 100km of
the Linyanti/Chobe river falls under the C’hobe National
Park and supports a
crocodile population
that
is
totally protected. The
terrain here does not render
itself easily to free navigation and this impenetrable
habitat provides Li~c much needed safety to
the Nile
Crocodile. The area~is also a restrictedmilitary zone
which again provides an added advantage.
The area is
hence
classifie~1 as safe habitat.
Removal
of eggs
~
the1Nat.ional i’a.rk should be encouraged under
permit. ffere cr~codiles will he maintained and utilized
under a quota system..
Flowing in the eastern direction is
the Limpopo River.
This
is
one
of Africa’s major z’ivers and forms a
national boundary ~etween Botswana and South Africa.
However,
because of persistent
drought
the Limpopo
River is no mor~ as mighty as it used to be and is now
only perennial~’~ in
its
upper reaches. However, where
water occurs perma~-iently (in pools),
the river still
supports a good j~opulation
of crocodiles. It’s long
stretches
of sandy banks provide suitable nesting
s~ites.
In
this
zone,
ti1~ie
crocodile population
is
r~lativ~ly isolat?d and
the river is subjected to
considei’able distubbancCs by human activities. The zone
is designated as vulnerable.
A small
quota to enable
cropping of crocodile
eggs for the ranching industry
must be allowed. The area should be re—stocked with a
ranched crop of~hatchlings. But this should be done in
a way that it
c~opes not
conflict with
other forms of
landuse in
the Tuli-Block.
Our management
aim in the
Limpopo is
thF~~t
crocodiles
will
be
tolerated and
utilized under ranchir~.
Generally an
appropriate
action on the various management
aims in
various areas
will be
to seek
for popular public
slupport
at
district
level.
Total
acceptance of the
m~anagement aims bj~ landuse planners in the districts is key
to the success of these plans.
4.

GUIDELINES TO EE FOLLOWED I1~ WRITING AN APPLICATION TO THE
DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE AND NATIONAL PARKS FOR PERMISSION TO
UNDERTAKE A CROCODILE OPERATION.
Below is set out the requirements for proposals submitted by
individuals andcomp,~n’ies to ensure efficient and systematic
process in~ or such app] I en tions by the Department.

I’
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LIST OF REQUIREMEN+S
A proposal
co.~rLa’ining a
full
account
of the project is
Ije~uired. IL should be submitted to
the Director,
DWNP and
it should contain ~information on the following items.
A

-

Background

Outline
the
background to
the project.
The physical
environment and the social setting need to be outlined, e.g.
whose land is h2volved, how will it be acquired, background
and residentia~status of the project proponents
and the
operators, etc.
B

-

Project Q~jectives

The objectives of :the project,
developmental, conservational,
C

—

e.g.
etc.

commercial,

educational,

Technical Plan
Cl
Startup
~roposais for acquisition and build up
of stock.
Acquisition
of land,
labour and capital
items, etc.
-

-

C2
~
Production
system(s) to be
employed in
the project.
Ways
in
which
feeding
requirements are
to
be met,
herd/flock management,
water provision,
disease
control,
etc.
The various
products to be produced.
-

C3
Pi’~ocessin~
processing, e.g.
etc.
-

D

-

-

Details
of any plans
for product
tanning.~ crafts production, packaging,

Marketing

Outline of plans for the marketing of the
various products
to
be produced.
Preferably
this should contain available
information on the si~e, stability and growth potential, if
any, of the markets.
E

—

Financial Plan

Financial estimates
indicating project viability if this is
an objective. This
should preferably contain annual cash
flow projections.

9
F

-

Emp1oyment.~ Job_Creation

Outline of staff requirements
and casual labour.
G

and employment

of full time

Localisation

Plans,. if any, for localisation of managerial posts. Plans
and statements,
if any,
for making use of joint venture
opportunities with local people should be given.
H

-

Other In formation

Any other relevant information on the project. Of particular
relevance would be plans for the involvement of rural people
in the project or the value of the project from the point of
view of training or conservation, etc.
CONCLUSION
Adoption of
the guidelines above should help reduce delays
and frustrations on the part of the interested parties. It
will also, hopefully, prevent wastage of wildlife resource.
5.

REQUIREMENTS FOR RIJNWIAIG A CROCODILE

RANCH

The Departmental
policy is
such that
we shall openly
support crocodile j’anching Lperations in Botswana while
assisting breeding, operations.
We shall harvest eggs
under ranching as
long as
5% of annual
crop of
hatchlings is returned to the wild to re—stock natural
habitats.
One
of
the
basic
justifications for
harvesting eggs
to stock
hatcheries is that most eggs
are
wasted and never
hatch
in
nature,
whereas
artificial incubati1on provides an 80% or more hatching
success rate.
The re—stocking component
will
be of
great help to1111pur crocodile management programme in
Botswana. Hence ~ crocodile ranching proposal
has been
presented to
the Ci7~E~i Secretariat and a decision is
awai ted.
B~fore
anyj
person(s),
company
or
authorized
representatj~’e(s) qf accompany can be granted a permit
for a crocodile
business,
necessary pre—qualification
must be met. These are as follows:
(1 )

r~r~int. i ng
a
pci-mi t;
enterprise
to
establish
a

Before

for pri vate
ranch
the

.zO
Department
will
investigate the applicant’s
land
tenure
and
financial
resources,
particularly since
it
takes
3
to 4 years
before a farm starts
to produce crocodiles
suitable for culling.
(2)

The app1ican~s~ ability and experience
of
rearing crocodiles will be
determined. Where
this
does
not
exist
applicants
will
be
requested
to seek
i~t
elsewhere
through a
consul tancy.

(3)

A plan
of the proposed ranch
including
details of water,
food supply, veterinary
help
as
wei.L
as
propose~ methods
of
harvesting food will
be
examined. Financial
projections
çn
investment and employment
opportunities must be indicated.

(4)

A valid p~rm~t
will
state name
of holder
and/or his
àüth~rized representative,
the
annual total number of eggs and crocodiles
allocated for
harvesting and area
where
collection is
permitted.
Permit
to capture
cr~codiles
l~r
breeding must categorically
specify how many
adult males and adult
females
will
be
collected.
No permit
to
harvest eggs and to
collect crocodiles will
be
issued until adequate rearing facilities
have been prepared.

(5)

Permits will
include
leases
from
the Land
Boards. R~i~hing permits of 5 years renewable
and capturfe and~ collecting
permits
with
lifespans
of
1, year renewable after
the
necessary fees have
been paid.
Ranches are
expected to mature and realize profits after
a 5 year period of operation.
The renew or
issue
furthe~- permits
if the ranch is not
managed
satisfactorily
or
~if
permit
conditions have not been observed.

(6)

Ranchers sfriouJ.d
understand
that
the ranch
and all
production records
should be available for inspection
by an official of the department~

(7)

Operators
of
crocodile schemes are required
to submit quarterly reports
detailing total
number
of
nests
(from
wild and farm
separately)
raided,
e.~s
harvested,
egg—
mor t;al i Lv
nn(1
,)lunI)eJ
ha Lehod.
Quarterly
reports should c2.LSO have
details on numbers

II,’
11
of crocod~l~s
it’s ~auses if
cdlled.

held~in captivity, mortality,
known,
and animals sold or

(8)

The Department
encourages
egg harvesting,
incubation,
hatching and rearing of young
crocodiles
for commercial
purposes and for
release of s?me ranched stock to
the wild at
a later
.~tage.
This should protect
the
breeding .~tock.
Hence
owners
of crocodile
operation~1are erected to conform to this.

(9)

In zones
where eggs are harvested annually,
nesting si te~
will
be raided in rutaLiun.
Collecting ~from given nest sites one year,
then leaving~it
undisturbed the next year.
Continuous
i-aiding of the same nest sites
year after year leads
to abandonment
by the
nesting female. Nest maps have been useful in
fulfilling~ this task.

(10) Collecting eggs must be staggered throughout
a breeding colony and this canbe achieved by
using nest
locality maps.
Care must
be
exercised not
to disturb a nesting colony
because this seems to
be the
best deterrent
against predators.
(11) All ranchers are required to release 5% (1.2m
females) of their annual
crop of hatchlings
in order to re-stock the natural habitat.
(12) Ranchers will
be required to
carry and
complete the egg record forms during each egg
harvesting trip. Forms are available from the
Department of Wildlife and National Parks,
Gaborone. These forms together with nest maps
should be submitted to the Director.
(13) Farmers are
expected to
conform with all
regulations and~ trade laws, e.g. use of tags
by CITES, including additional regulations on
the permit,
failure of which
a permit to
operate a farm may be denied or revoked and
the operation
consequently closed. A section
of law quoted on
the permit
will operate in
case of violation leading
to closure of a
ranch.
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GENERAL KNOWLEDGE ON CROCODILE OPERATIONS
1.

It is nec~ssar~~ to acquire sufficient land (10—25ha) on
which
to
develop a
ranch.
Choice of a place
to
establish a ranch is important and the place should be
near
the resources
to
be
exploited (crocodiles and
their eggs).

2.

The operation should be in a place with plenty of cheap
water that does not run—out. Otherwise it is advisable
to put up well points a~id boreholes.

3.

Food is another: important consideration. Food should be
readily avaihible.
The
diet
of a
wild crocodiles
changes
with age and size
of
the animals;
from
predominantly insectivorous
diet as hatchlings
to
feeding on mainly red meat in adulthood.

4.

Food for hatc~hlings
and adults should be prepared
separately.
F-fatchlings need food rich in calcium to
promote growth of bones
and protein
for growth and
repair of worn out tissues. Adults can be maintained on
fish and red meat diet.

5.

How much
food and how many times
one should feed
hatchlings, young animals and adults is something that
needs sorting’o~it. over fed crocodiles develop gout and
feeding excessively on high protein diet could result
in excess
i~uilt up of ureates manifesting into renal
failure.
I

6.

Food estimates per 1000 slaughter animals per annum are
as follows;
a.
b.
c.
d.

hatchlings would need 4.5 metric
tons
meat,~
1 to 2 years juveniles, 9 tons,
2 to 3 years juveniles, 17.2 tons, and
breedi~g adults would need 230 tons.

of fresh

A cold room must be’ built in which to store food.
TJ1IE FOLfOWING MOBILE AIVD FIXED ASSETS ARE ESSENTIAL
1.

Breeding and !~olding earth ponds with overgrown aquatic
vegetation to simulate natural
conditions. These ponds
should be biologically living sLvstems, and hygienically
clean.
S~’~il~monella
bacteria
cause
clinical
manifestatioz~s and damage
to
skins
renders them of
little vni.i.e.
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2.

Egg incubation and hatching house. This facility should
be well
insulated to
ensure desirable conditions of
humidity and temperature, This is necessary to maintain
high i.evels oi hatching successes.

3.

A rearing environmental
house.
This facility should
have a partition
for1 holding hatchlings
during yolk
absorption period.
Young having absorbed yolk must be
sorted1out acc~ording to sizes and kept under constant
temperature of 31 to
32°C through a system of heated
circulating water. Preferably grown
in total darkness,
hatchlings should be allowed a period of exposure to
light to acquire Vitamin D from4’/traviolet light.

4.

Slaughter ho~e, food preparation
and cold room area
including skin preparation and storage area must be
accommodat~i~i among fixed assets expenses.

5.

General equipment should include
a.1
I
b.
c.
d.
e.

t~ractor~7front-1oader equipment to use in clearing
and excava±ion work.
landcrui~ers, motor boats and water pumps
capture equipment (nooses and gaft)
chemicals
(Flaxedil).
Used
with
Veterinary
Department; permit.
heavy dt~ty masking tapes and ropes.

HUSBANDRY TEcH~QUES
1.

In BotswanA
enough
eggs are laid by crocodiles’to
sustain
a
ranching industry.
But
this
can
only
accommodate 4 J.imited number of operations.
For long
term purpose~s
ranching operations are encouraged to
also establish smaLl
breeding
units
to
offset heavy
dependence on
the wild population. Limited use of eggs
from the wild by well
established enterprises should
give a chance for new operations to get established.

2.

It is necessary to operate breeding pens on both single
and multiple breeding styles.
Using both systems will
cancel
disadvantages
of each
set
up and optimize
advantages. A single breeding system should operate on
1 male
6 females
basis and multiple breeding type on
ideally 4 males and 8 females.

3.

A 2.6—2.7m crocodile in Botswana is
considered mature
and ready to breed. ffatchlings are not readily sexed.

MANPOWER

1.

It is necessary to have reasonable labour force. This
team shoulc~’ compose of casual! labourers,
well trained
capture tean~ equipped with knowledge of rivers, motor
boat drivir~g and repair, shooting in case of danger and
have reii~hle communication skills and equipment (walky
talkies),~’ spot
lights,
spare
motor batteries,
a
lighter,
~ knife,
float
jackets,
first aid box and
snakebite kits etc.
A crocodile hunting and egg harvesting team should have
a
person
or
persons
trained
in handling and
trAnsporting crocodiles or crocodile eggs to home base.
Extreme caution must be
exercised for
the success of
operations and accident free work.

2.

Schemes must be run
by’ two Senior Managers
in the
establishment.
These staff members must at all times
supervise both field operations and farm work. Feeding,
cleaning and m~nitoring conditions in the rearing room
must always be done by a very senior and knowledgeable
person.
Capture,
egg harvesting and transporting
operations demand similar attention.

3.

It is necessar~~ to
send a good number
training in
skinning.
Badly prepared
grade and are almost worthless.

of people for
skins get low

MARKETING
1.

It is necessary to budget for trips to Gaborone to sort
out
various
financial
matters
with
financial
institutions, operation matters with
the Department of
Wildlife and National Parks.
From time to time owners
of game
utilization
schemes will
need to
consult
customs
officijals as
well as veterinary personnel on
various matters related to their operations.

2.

It is necossary to attend exotic
leather fairs in
France, (IS, Italy etc to familiarize oneself with needs
of the
overseas markets.
Visiting enterprises
in
neighbouring
countries
is
useful
in
improving
technology and marketing ideas.

3.

However, the ~Ja~ic aims of establishing ranches in the
country is
that
they will produce skins which local
processing .~ndustries, once
established,
will utilize
to
manufart?.lrr
fir)ished
goods.
The re—stocking
cornponc?n t. n r r.~ti,~1i I m,r wi .11 ~cnsu.re increased
numbers of
crocodiles in the wild hencô sustainable conservation.

V
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APPENDIX—

A CROCqDILE MONITORING PROGRAM

A PROGRAM TO ESTIMATE CROCODILE POPULATIONS
AND TO MONIT9~? NEST SITES AND NESTING IN NILE
CROCODILE POPULATIONS IN BOTSWANA.

-IL
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INTRODUCTION.

Monitoring of nest.S! l and nesting sites including counts of the
Nile
Crocodile
c y~rs all major wetlands in Botswana which
support
substantia~
crof~odile populations.
There are
three
important wetland areas inlBotswana and these are;
the Okavango
River and
Delta,
the Kwando/Linyanti/C’hobe/Zambezi
draiAage
system, and the Limpopb River.
The OJ~avango River and~Deita is an expanse of wetland that covers
approximately 15,000sq km and can be divided basically into four
main, ecologically distinct, zones;
the Okavango River commonly
known as
the
“Panhandie’~,
the permanent swamp, the seasonal
swamps,
and
the
dryland masses.
The
water
that
enters the
Okavango
originates
from Angola hence
the flood cycle on the
Delta is
out
of phase with
lopal
rains.
Flood waters take
approximately five months
(January to July) before discharging
about 2% of the original input into the Boteti River.
The Kwando River also has its source in Angola, whereas the Chobe
and Linyanti
r~ceive maior
water re—charge mostly from the
Zambezi.
Hence
the hydrologic
regime
of both river systems
depends much
on the good rains from Angola and Zambia. But these
rivers also form an
international
boundary with Namibia hence
most of this wetland region falls
outside Botswana. The rivers
have broad floodplains and generally show the characteristics of
the permanent swamp zone of the Okavango.
The Limpopo River flows
in the
eastern direction and forms an
international boundary wi~i2 the Republic of South Africa. Here in
isolated pools also thriv&’ a good population of crocodiles.
Following a period of intensified hunting of the Nile Crocodile
in 1950s, the then Department
of Wildlife,
National
Parks and
Tourism (DWNPT)
began a programme to study crocodile and monitor
populations (see Blomherg
1976;
Graham,
1976).
These studies
however were
limited
to
the
Okavango River.
The current
population
study and monitoring programme
covers
the whole
country. The monitoring programme is also an integral part of a
management policy whose details are found -in the
first part of
this document and compliments
the country—wide crocodile census
project.
.

The paper outlines a
staged monitoring very similar
to that
proposed by Graham (19~9).
This is
in keeping with the need to
standardize methodology ai~d procedure so
that
work done here
after will
be compared to that done before. Graham (1979) writes
that it is necessary ~o keep pro1cedures straight forward, so that
results may be
trans~erab1e
from
team to team to allow valid
comparisons between years. This,
suffice
to say,
is
the only
valid way by
which
the .s~1.aLus
of the Nile crocodile may be
determined. The breeding hio.Ios~y chaY~acteristics
dealt
with in.
-

detail
are
programme.

those

that

are

most

relevant

to

the management

I

Operational Procedures
This
staged monitoring program’me
is meant
to
devote
equal
searching time
to all
wetlands known to support crocodiles in
Botswana. However, a p~ior~
we know that the Panhandle and the
floodplain
between
Chi~f’s
island and the ?‘foremi Game Reserve
support very high densities
of crocodiles,
more than any other
wetland in Botswana.
It should also
be understood that nest
counts from aerial view.in
represent only an estimate,
and that
an absolute
total number of nests in the whole system cannot be
arrived at. Hence systematic measurements of all the parameters
reflecting population
status
is not possible.
It
is also
impossible to count all the crocodiles.
Biolo,~ical Criteria
During ~he egg nestifig season (September to early November) the
otherwise cryptic animal apparently becomes highly conspicuous:
During nesting season, the entire breeding female subpopulation
segregates itself from ithe
rest of the population. At any other
time it is impossible to
tell
a male
from a
female visually
except
by cloacal
inspection.
This segregation and attendant
exposure permits both visual andi pho-Lographic records to be made.
This study employs visu~l counts and logging of exact sites (grid
fixing). This dada leads to
the
development
of crocodile nest
maps
that are
of great
use
to the management programme just
insti tuted.
The features of a
breeding subpopulation
that can
be monitored
resemble those suggested first by Graham (1979) as follows:
1.

By visual observ~tio½
II
—
—
—

2.

location an~d numh~r o~ nest sites
pattern of ~e of nest sites
cl~itch size (by ground inspection)

B~ photographic observation
—

—
—
-

size
freguenby of nesting
females,
and hence age
frequency
I
individual ~emale growth rates
individua’, pattern of nesting activity via dossiers of
individual~ recognizable by distinct
color,
shape or
abnormalities.

The second technique~ will
he utilized only if its cost is less
than t1he returns from mana~ement. Graham
(1979) however employed
this t~echnique with rea~sonahle amount ~o.f success.

L4S
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II.

OBJECTIVES

-

A stave approach

Because of
the need
to standardize methods, ways of analyzing
data and manner of in~rpretatidrn of results, a stage approach of
Graham (1979) is~ adopt.ed in its entirety as follows:
Stage 1.

Visual~aeri41 observations
Visual
aerial
observations
will
be carried out
regularly. The idea being
to maintain a
log of
nesting activity consisting of an annual record of
—
—

t1he ‘number of nests made
1~he
location
of all
known
nests, hence a
detàrmi~nat~ion
of the
overall
pattern
of
nesting activity.

This data
collecting technique is best for swampy
areas
k~ecause
the
often
extremely difficult
crocodiJ~es to find on the~ ground get nearly always
exposed
to an airborn
observer.
However nests
neare.sL~ to each other may be missed and counted as
one nest only. Also some nests may be identified
wit)i1~y)iuch doubt hence as “possible nests” only.
Stage 2.

Visual ~roJn≤2~Qfl~
To sppplement
those parameters not visible from
the ae.z~ial net work, the following parameters will
be deal~t with from ground observation:
structure of breeding female segment of the
popula ti on
hatching rates and other behavioral features
nest
site parameters,
such
as physical
characteristics
of
the
substrate
and
vegetatLofl (sde also data sheets)
—

—

—

This~ stage will be done on
rigid basis than the first.
Stage 3.

a more

regular and/or

Aeria.L_~2otog1~p~3~
Graham (1979)
pointed out
five features which he
thought wefe accessible to monitoring via scaled
photographs. These are:
-

-

size
frequency distribution of the breeding
female population
size
frequency distribution
of the
whole
popu!~I ion of’
the approximately one metre in
size upwards
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-

Stage 4..

~a~tterns of individual nesting activity based
~fl recognition of individuals
change~s in site conditions of individual nest
sites
changes in conditions
of flood plain ~s a
~~hole.

Return$ from cropped and captured animals
Returns
on
cropped or captured individuals from
the wild may provide some
useful
indications on
certain population characteristics and demographic
feat~res.
size of femaleLs~ plus
changing structure of
the population
secondary
sex
ratios
(frequency
in
population)
number deformed.

—

—

-~

From among captive individuals,
information
on age specifiã
growth rates,
using marked individuals and age specific survival
rates could be gathered. I
It is possible to carry out
all these stages concurrently. But
this
will
depend much
on
available manpower and demands of
management.
How many eggs and crocodiles
will
be harvested
demands need for more accurate information upon which to base
strategies.
The
basic
objective
of this
staged monitoring
programme
is
to determine
the rates of sustainable harvest of
eggs and/or numbers of crocodiles in Botswana.
III.

METHODOLOGY

FLIGHT PLANS
—

—
—
-

Flying time is important and will
be divided into two
shifts per day i.e.
day break
to about 9 a.m. and
afternoon from 16. 00 hours (4 p.m .) onwards.
Flying will be between 80—100 k.p.h.
Flying height of 90—15Cm
Flying will
be
done systematically along all water
courses and
t~hen across all the off channel areas with
potential iiest kites i.e.

1.

Okavango

(1d0~m)

2.
3.

Khwai (98km)
MoanacThra (70km)

*4.

Kwando (66km)

I

2l~5l ‘E x 18° 15’S
53’S

and

22° 30’E xJ~

23°x .70’E x 39°10’S and 23O45~E x 19°
H’S
230x 23~E x 18°O’S and 23°38’E x 189

21
30’S
*5.

Linyanti/Chobe
(166km)

6.

Savuti

(65km)

7..

Santantadibe
~‘100km)

23’~38’E
05’S

x 18° 30’S x

25°10’E x 17°

23°04’E x 18°50’S and 24°05’E
35’S
23’~03’E
45’S

x 19°05’S and 23°40’E x 19°

8.

Thaoge (105km)

22°15’E x 18°55’S and 23°33’E
00’S

9.

Boro (175km)

22°43’E
55’S

*10.

Limpopo (319km)

29°28’E x 22°21’S and 26°45’E
15’S

11.

Zambezi

25°10’E
04’S

(5km)~

x 18°

x 20°

x 19°05’S and 23°28’E x 19°

x 17° 05’s x

x 24°

25°17’E x 17°

The criteria by which a nest is established from the aIr are
as follows:
I
—

—

—

—

Presence of a crocodile of the appropriate size (2.7—
3.5m long) on a suitable site.
Animals that are nesting go
far from water whereas
thos.e merely lying ashore seldofn do.
Animals nesting
tend to stay put even after prolonged
circling by ~an aircraft
whereas
those merely lying
ashore tend toL return to water when circled.
When a fenle is absent at the time of observations the
nest can oFten be detected from
the deep imprint left
in the sand as a 4result of the tendency to use the same
“Jiie”when attending the nest (see also Graham, 197~).
With this observational technique,nests that are close
to each. o1;het may be counted as one and some may be
classified oi~ly as pos.~ible nests. Hence the necessity
of conducting simultaneously ground observations.

_t___
* Are.~ may not be
o~veLrflown
because
the rivers are zones of
military conflicts. 11o~’evr~r ground observations are possible.

‘ic
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A ground survey observation
is being done twice yearly to count
crocodiles and to estpmate size1structure of the populations in
all river systems where crocodiles are known to occur. A boat is
used in the search for crocodiles and nests.
An observation time
schedule similar to that applied in the aerial survey observation
is being followed. A
careful visual
search from
the ground of
nests along
the
banks
of rivers Kwando, Linyanti, Chobe and
Limpopo is carried out from a
slow movinç vehicle and on foot.
The parameters
on which
data may be recorded are shown in the
data format sheets appc~ded.
IV,

‘HI’

DATA COMPILATION Aty~D Af~ALYSIS

Data compil~tioz~ could he affected by the nature
of the aircr~ft
used.
Good
slow flying
characteristics
is
essential.
The
necess~ary data sheets (see annexure) are carried on
the aircraft
and the following basid, features are recorded:
—
—
—

the locationof all nest sites
location ofi~iJ nests
number
crocodiles
counted per kilometer of river
plus an e~imati7n of age/sizes.

Graham (1979) has regarded nest sites as more or less permar~ent
because according
t~ him only about half of them are used in any
one gj~ven year. However
the truth
is that
the pattern
of nest
locat~on differs
in ~detail
yearly,
though overall pattern of
distribution seems to be consistent.
It
is not
possible
to ~
apriori determine all possible sites, hence the crew must satisfy
themselves that a thorough search has been made before proceeding
to the next area.
A grid reference will be given for every nest
site and nest locate~l.
This nest
search grid reference system,
once operational, will be used to record and determine, new sites
whether they are in
use or not,~ including old ones
(on the
Okavango
only)
recorded before
by Graham during five years of
monitoring activities, 1974 to 1979.
Data recording is done on sheets
designed for
this purpose (see
annexure)
and nest
sites and nest
location
data are
both
displayed in form
of grid maps and in graphical
form. This
mapping method allows new sites and nests to be added on as new
information is acquired over the years.
An office data sheet (see annexure) is used to summarize at the
end of each season information contained in field data sheets.
Data
is
being analyzed, to provide
the necessary information
needed to run the instituted crocodile management programme. Data
is plotted in the
form of nest and nest site distribution maps.
This should reveal the nature of d.islribution of
these features
and patterns
of change over time. De~Jending on the direction and.
(~~9

I
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rate of change,
positive or negative, we may have
to make
the necessary managemenit
decisions
on how to deal withsuch
change. Such simple analysis is all that is necessary to gen~rate
information in suppo~t of a simple management programme.
It 6s
important
th~t~
the nests and nest sites monitoring
programme be continue~i yearly.
Hence the
following sequences of
actions
are
designed
to
ensure
that
each new season’s
observations are added to the existing database. This data should
be readily retrievable for
the surveys
in subsequent years.
Hence;
1.
2.
3.
4~

Base
photos,
are avai~lable
and
kept
secure at
Headquarters,
J3yeline copies are ~nade for field work each year,
Nest log data sheets are copied for each new season so
the ehtire history of eac~h site is on one sheet,
Annotated dyelines are returned
to
the
office after
each season’s surveys,
which
together with nesting,
log, are used tc?
update base photos and prepare next
season’s updated log. Gazette’er of nests and nest site
localities has
been
developed and nest
maps are
available at
the Headquarters
(see e.g.
map 1 of
Shakawe in annexure).

The monitoring programmealso involves habitat assessment in all
known
crocodile
hahit.”ats,
to pin point management related
problems. The
following activities
will be monitored: reed bed
cutting, indiscriminate
burning of the delta, trampling on sandy
banks and islands by cattle and large mammals,
drying up of
channels and off channels,
settlements by local
cattlemen,
fishermen and safari operators,
predation on
crocodile eggs by
monitor lizards,
abandonment
of nests
by female crocodiles,
mechanical and chemical damage to
eggs,
harvesting of eggs by
farmers. Sandy banks and islands such as Maswabi on the Panhandle
are important to the breeding of the Nile crocodile.
V.

ANNEXURE-DATA SHEETS AND MAPS

24ANNEXURE
A CROCODILE MONITORING PROGRAM
By visual observation frdm the air

Survey No.

Type of Aircraft

Sequential
number of
nests seen

Time
seen

Date:

Notes:

substrate
(surround—
ing veg. ,
exposed to
sky.

Access
by female
direct
from

Log in
location
Grid Ref.

River

25
A

cRoq.Q

LEJ~QNITOPJNG PROGRAM

By ground survey observation

Survey No.
Date:

L
Sequential
number of
nests seen

Locality

~l;utch
si~ze
‘I

Eggs taken
and No. of
egg layers

Clutch
diameter

Depth Notes
of
deepest
egg

iii
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A CROCODILE MONITORING PROGRAM
(1~ROCODILE EGG RECORD)
1.

Eg.~ Collection:
Date________

Season______
Locality________

Number of eggs in clutch

Clutch No.

______

Gridfix__________

__________________

Number of eggs rejected
Number of nests located and examined_________________

Further comments on nest sites and monitor lizards:

2.

Incubation and hatchin≤:
No.

incubated

Date
hatched

No.

infertile/dead

Further
comments:

j~_
Observer:_____

I

—________

________

Return this data sheet to:
The Director
Dept. of Wildli Fe
N~tt:ionaI
P.O. Box 131
GABORONE, Botswa9~i

Parks

2?~
OFFICE$UMMARY SHEET (1)
CROCODILE MONITORING PROGRAM
YEAR:

LOCALITY:

Flying hours searching
Total flying hours
Period (s) covered
Shifts (aCm.

& p~m).

Average’ shift length
Total nest sites in use

-

Total nests found
Total sites re-used

-~

Total new sites
No.

of sites found from air

% increase in sites
% increase of sites foqnd from air
% increase of si tes~rcvi ously. unknown
% of all sites re-used --—i
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OFFICE SUMMARY SHEET (2)
CROCODILE NEST DATA
LOCALITY:
PERIOD COVERED

1987
Total number of nests

round

Total exposed to sLy
Total overhung by ve~etation
Total nests found associat;ed
with each other
Ranre of clutch sizc
Total number of egg layers
—

Range

—

Average

Depth of deepest egg
Average depth of sand over
eggs

RE.~L1 RKS:

1988

1989

1990
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DATA ON CROPPED AND CAPTURED ANIMALS
(CROCODILE MONITORING PROGRAM)

DATE:
LOCALITY:

BODY CHARACTERISTICS

HEAD MEASUl~EMENTS

SEX

Snout Tail Total Head Max [lead Sex
vent
len- lenlea- Head Depth
length

gth

gth

gth

AGE CHARA-

TERISTICS

COMMENTS
ON PERCU
LIARITIES

Adult Sub— Juve

wid
Lb

RET URN FORM:
DIRECTOR
DEPARTMENT OF WILDL IFE’ AND, NA TIONAL PARKS
P.O. BOX 131
GABORONE
BOTS WA NA

adult nile

Deformed
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QUARTERLY REPORT ON CROCODILE FARMING AND RANCHING ACTIVITIES
1\1ame o±~ company:

____

Date:

_______

_____________

CROCODILE DATA
CROCODILE_CAPTURED FROM THE WILD OR BORN ON FARM
Locality:
Notes

Males
Adults

__________________

Females
Sub—
adul t~s,

Juve—
nibs

Adults

Total
Sub—
Adults

Juve—
niles

Exported=
On farm=
Deaths=
Escapes =
(put numbor in brackets those born and bred on farm)
CURRENT HOLDINGS OF CROCODILES ON THE FARM
Notes

Males
Adults

Total

Females
Sub—

Juve—

adu.its

niles

Adults

Sub—
adults

Juve—
niles

farm.
No. adults
.Breeding=
Max. No.
of breeding
colony
requi.t~ed
on farm.
Remaining
No. needed
to form
farm breed
ing colony=
(put in brackets thus c

Total Quota allowed
()uota already used
horn and hrc’d b’n farm)

_______
_________
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EGG DATA
Date:
WILD NESTS

_________________

FARM NESTS

TOTAL

No.
No. e~gs
harvested
Egg
mortali ty
Number
hatched

Total quota of wild harves Led eggs allowed
Quota used =

RETURN THIS FORM QUARTERLY TO:
DIRECTOR OF WILDLIFE AND NATIONAL PARKS
P.O. BOX 131
GABORONE, BOTSW.4NA.

=

19_
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PHOTOIL4P NO:
AREA
NAME

NEST
SITE
NO.

NEST SEARCH LOG 19

NEXT FI?EE SITE NUMBER BROUGHT FORWARD:
FE~~’JALE
PRESENT

TRACKS
ONLY
SEEN

1~’3

DUG
UP

NUMBER
OF NESTS

DATE:
REMARKS

3 3_~
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CROCODILE MANAGEMENT AND CONSERVATION

M.P.
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DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE AND NATIONAL PARKS,
GABORONE,

BOTSWANA

SUMMARY

The Botswana
animals.
the

crocodile population

is estimated

Crocodile ncsts~ and nest sites have been

major

wetlands~

Numbers

of

of

them

are

re-used

in

located in all

nests and nest sites increase

yearly and jests are held more or less
few

at about 10, 000

permanent because

successive

nesting

Recruitment is good and hatchlings have been found

only a
seasons.

to be

in the

majority of samples s ~idi ed.
1*

Farming

operations

are

expanding

but problems related to

diet ~nd incubation husbandry continue to face the farmers.

Paper

presenteVi

Specialist Group
1988.

Lae,

to

the

Papua

9th

meeting

New Guinea

—

of

the

Crocodile

19th to 21st October,

I

INTRODUCTION

Management bf wild and farmed populations of crocodiles to ensure
sustainable conservation

is one

of the topics that has recently

been addressed in deLa~J. by Simbotwe and Matlhare (1988)
topics

of

importqnce

adopted by the
preliquisite

to

Departmont~
and

Various

conservation

have been discussed and

of

and

essential

Wildlife
requirements

National

Parks as

to running a ranching

schem~ in the country.~1 ]~ey concepts developed include; management
aims

and

options,

zoning

and

policy on crocodile capture and

harvesting of eggs from the wild including crocodile husbandry.
country-wide crocodile

survey and

monitoring programme has also

been developed (Simbotwe and Matlhare,

Recent studies have shown

support

meaningful

Industries

1988).

that wetlands in Botswana

~4griculture,

(Thompson,

A

Fisheries

and

may not
Livestock

1976}~

There are many reasons for this but the most important being
depressed primary

production.

for over 200 years.

But man has utilized these wetland

Wetland development is suited

to small scale

development that do little damage to aquatic life and surrounding
rangeland. Hence
based

on

development

wetlands

resources

0f

wildlife

e.g.

utilization projects

crocodiles seems well suited

and/or compatible to this environment.

2

In order to embark on proper
crocodile

populations,

continued.

studies

(1973)

and stomach contents of 500
a

on

The first recorded data on

was a report by Taylor

1976,

management and

government

information on
been reported

on

by B.Lomherg

crocodile

biology

the biology

shot

crocodiles.
based

population
(1976),

•at

reproduction

Between
Shakawe

biology.

have

of crocodiles

the sise structure,

biologist

aspects of

utilization of

1974 and
collected

The results have

Graham (1976)

arid Graham et al

(1976).

Detailed data
available.
Simbotwe

on cr~codi.J.e biology is

Recently

(in prep)

importance in

Simbotwe

(1988a,

increasingly becoming

1988b)

and

h.ivc analysod preliminary data

determining off-take

and

Graham

and

results of

levels and data important

to

management is emerging.

Crocodiles si-c

an

integral

part

of

the

entire wetlands

ecosystem hence unless we understand their ecological role in
wetlands model

ecosystem,

no

meaningful management

the

plan can be

arrived at.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

To be

able

possible on
populations

to

accumulate appropriate

the popula ti on
in

the

approaches have been

the shortest

lii o logy of the various

country,

t:”.ken

data in

several

in order to;

time

crocodile sub—

technical/scientific

3

1.

count crocodiles and e~

ate~popu1ation size

-,

2.

study population demography and ecology

3.

count both

from the air

and

ground

total

numbers of

nests made yearly.

To be able

to acli lovo those

with a Global Navigation
major channels are grid

tasks,

System

(GNS)

a

fixed wing plane fitted
equipment

is

used.

All

fixed using the GiVS recorder.

Sampling is done ~

an annual

and off—channels and rivers.

basis along all major channels

River

lengths

are

worked

out in

kilometres and toLal numbers of crocodiles seen are estimated per
kilometre of river.

Tota.L

shoreline

is

estimated

at

1269 kin.

Information on population size structureis obtained from a night
spotlight survey.

Details on
and

nest

flight •p.La~is,

count

data

including

recor~?s can he obLairici.1 in
Simbotwe and
(see Anon,

Matlhare

proceduz~es in
crocodile

(1988)

papers by

and the Botswana Ranching Proposal

1988).

compatible

(Simbotwe,

ranching management

various documents including

Sampling is con fined to speci Tic
is

recording crocodile

with’

l9BSa).

chan~c.s

in

time of the day,

the hydrological

season and

flood regimes

4

Additional
crocodile

data is

samples.

obtair~ed

Farmers

from

file

farms

in

(metric~

characters)

6n~crbpped

quarterly reports on farm

management and also provide additional
morphological

based

data

on

nests,

characteristics

sex and

of captured

crocodiles.

CITES controls on. trade;
tags

are

Wildlife

monitored
and

use ot

plosely.

National.

veterinary requirements

stamps and

Farmers are required to adhere to

Parks
in

CITES approved

legislation

on

crocodiles

and

the country.

DATA ANALYSIS

Crocodile
accurate

popu.Zations

inh,biting

determination

estimates can

only be

of

swamps

population

are very resistant
size.

arj.-ived at with caution.

Hence
But in

term interest of the project accur~ate

estimates must

avoid

are

determining

off—takes

economically suitable and

that

conversely

too

initial
the long—

be made

small

dangerously

to

too

and

to
not

large to

harm the population.

Population
total

numbers

multiplied by

size
of

estimates

crocodiles

the entire
that

determine

population

been

counted

length of

“common sense index”
roughly

have

is now

per

determined from the
kilometre

perennial

commonly used
size

methods of d’~tcrmina Lien are az-ri ved ~t

estimates

river.

of river
This is a

conveniently to
before

(see !~!phande,

precise

1987;

Anon,

5

Because of
size data,
such

a

mainLy
data.

Botswana

time

d~1~p~d,

low reliability attached to crocodile population

~1~t~nn

nest

aerial

A double method is

and ground

crocodiles.

Until

reliable methods of population estimates are

that

nrir

on

discourages capturing wild

searches

~eh~rn~c
and

w~71

ennt~nn~

b~

ground count survey and monitoring

used and combines

(Graham,

t~

1988).

aerial

count routines

This method minimizes vision

bias.

Present data
histograms.
management

is

This

mainly

method is

(Mackinnon,

analysed

in

form

of

graphs and

suitable in presentation of data

Mackinrion,

Child and Thorsell,

for

1986).

RESULTS

Habi tats

Much of the remaining
river

and

population

Delta
is

Chobe/Linycinti

crocodile habitat

(Pica

1

estimated
and

and 2).
to

be

const.i tute the Okavango

The Okavango river and Delta
at

5704,

the

Zambezi,

Kwarido at; minimum of 1185 animals and maximum

2370 whereas

the entire length of the Limpopo supports about

crocodiles.

Hence

estimated to be at;

the

crocodile

hçtwccn

9411

population

in

2552

the country is

and 10626 crocodiles.

6

Crocodile distribution

Figures 3 and 4

show patterns

observed from aerial
August)

on

of crocodiles as

surveys during the peak of flooding

the Okavango.

delta during

of distribution

No crocodiles have been

recorded in

dry outs because crocodiles seek perennial

and are confined to

(July to
the

channels

them during this period.

Popula ti on demography

Studies on demo~rap12ie charact~ristics of a population are key to
population
structure,

egulation

and management~

age/sex and body size relationship

of crocodiles on

Figure

5

the

“panhandle”

fri

depicts

structure on

the Okavango.

same stream

(Kgaola

the

majority

(50%

adults over 3 metres
were represented

typical

at

of

(28%)

the least

7.

Data

shows, that

sanip.led

animals

(22%).
the

in

Adult animals
!oce~l i ties

taken

from the

of 3 months a part
were found

between

panhandle

porti on of

all

samples

size

.2

to be

followed by

and

3 metres

A body size structure profile

nesting is

in

population

age/size group)

sampled in areas where

distributed

to Seronga).

<~1 metre?’

hatchlings were

the del ta.

among a population

time intervals

and

5,6,7 depict size

crocodile

hatchlings

of the crocodile pojula tion on

1

(Shalcawe

Two repeated

~hogo)

produced similar results;
in

Figures

the

is

shown as Figure

majority of animals

concentrated most
are shown

irrespecti

“C

i.e.

upper

to be uni formly
of

variation

in

7

hunting pressure and hunting successes.

I

Nesting

Table

1

gives

a

co~pieL

Okavaiigo panhandle.
and n~sts

on

the

concentrated on

history of crocodile nesting on

the

Fl~ure 8 shows

the distil bu L.lvn ef zw~ 1. ~ I Le.s

Oka~vango river.

Nests and nest sites are more

the main

channeds.

A

total~260

nest sites and

nests have been recorded since initiation of monitoring in 1974.

Figure 9
Zambezi,
known

shows

the

location of nest sites and nests on

CJ2obe/Linyan ti

to occur on

and

Kwando

rivers.

the Limpopo river near it’s

Nesting

the

areas are

tributary the Seoka

(Fig. 10).

Data

from 1974

to

decreasing numbers

1979

su~veys

show

a

marked

of nest. sites and nestsdownstream

delta

(Fig.11),

Data

from current surveys

trend

(Fig.12),

Fig.13 shows

were previously not known

(1987)

trend of

towards

show

a similar

that a good number of nests recorded

hence

newly

made.

These

newly made

nests were located below photo map 8 and towards Seronga

Figure

14

shows

that

the

years

~f

But

(Fig.8).

number of nest sites and nests

increase yearly whereas Fig. 15 shows
made yearly.

the

that new sites and nests are

these have been shown to decline over successive

sampling.

The sharp increase for 1987 is noted

result of cumuiai;i ye c/aLa

and is

a

when sampling resumed after eight years

8

of non sampling.

I

Figure 16 shows presence of re—used
However,

nests on

the Okavango.

this is a declining relationship and fewer nests are re

used over the year~.
Qkavangq river
active use in

Out of 260 known nests and nest sites on the

(Fig.8),

ohly

74

(28%)

were found to be still

in

the 1987 sampling season.

Utilization

Two farms are currently operating and
CITES.

The

Okavango

swamps

have been

crocodile

farm

Ngamiland District 1.21cm out of Maun

village.

the

crocodiles.

farm

can

Botswana was

hold

est~b.1.ished

outside Kasane
crocodiles.
units of

over

in

1984.

It

village in Chohe District.

The

90 to

4,000

farms

have

registered with

is

is

situated

Established

in

in 1983,

Wildlife Services
based

at Kazungula

The farm can hold 2,000

successfully

established breeding

70 breeding animals respectively.

Both farms hope

to go into skin produc~ion by 1989.

The busine~s is’e~panding1and
open soon.

The Ngarangi

farm in Tuli Block.
and the

two employ

two other farms

are likely to

farm is based at Shakawe and the Limpopo

Current farm operations have invested heavily
between them

nearl.” 50 local

citizens.

excludes fishermen w1~io locate nests for the farmers.
ii
crocodile farming cooporat~ve is under consideration.

7/

This

A Ngami land

9

Farmers will

stock 1.2m

Reserve a gate way

to the

activity is 4th November,

crocodiles in

Okavango.

The

the Moremi

planned date

Wildlife
for this

1988.

Farm management

Information

based

on returns

egg incubation pose mo~I:,
45 to

82% for

the

has been pooresti

from farmers show that feeding and

problems,

Hatching

success ranged from

two f~irms over the past year.
amon~

farm

eggs.

Diseases

Hatching success
have

not

problem but

hatc]2lings have died from cold and renal

to excessive

feeding or~ high protein mea9 diet.

A fish and mea~t~ diet has
Nile

crocodile

infertility,

in

proved to

Botsw~na.

Flatchibility

egg rotti~ due to

incub~tion medium

be ideal

poor

(ve~mi.cu1ate),

control

is

been a

failure due

diet for the

affected by ~gg
of

water

in

the

embryonic deaths and/or neonate

dea ths.

DISCUSSION

Preliminary findin≤~s .zeve;~l patterns
key indicators

useful

have an idea of the
country.

data

that are

in population regulation management.
size

Additionally,

distribution patterns

in crocodile

of
we

the
are

omong the

crocodile
~etting

population

We now
in

the

to understand seasonal

Okavan~o crocodiles.

Crocodiles

10

show a wide distribution over the delta during flood seasons,
they get localized to
during seasons

the

of low water.
I

time

has large

~well

that

do

not

run our

This is what seems to happeh to the
(Thompson,

expanses of

with emergent swamp p.~ant;s

Crocodiles

channels

11.11’

delta fish population as
this

main

metre

Delta

water at

de—ox,vgenated water associated

(Thompson,

betr1’een 1

1976).

1976).

and

just

over

2

metres

consistently- found in low numbers in comparative samples.
apparently
problems.

I

the
It is

group

faced

age/size

with

most

group

(see

is

Graham,

1976;

and

This is
survivor

wary

and

easily

makes

them vulnerable.

Figures 1

and 3).

also suitable for purposes of stocking

farms to establish viable breeding units.
can

gro~ith

were

thi~ age/size group at which point the growth and

survivorship curves cross
This

but

be

These animals

are not

handThd by a small capture team.

This

A body size profile was worked out in order to determine the
implication of

crocodile1 capture

the consequences of the
out of

the ordinary

on

the

Okavango panhandle and

downstream decrease

in nesting.

was recorded as adult animals were

be uniformly distributed.

But hatchlings were found to

Nothing
found to

be in

the

majority in places where most nesting occurs.

Nesting
Shakawe

data

(Map 1)

has

lead

us

to conclude that areas

and the Okavango river eastern

opposite Ngamaseri

channel.

(Fig. 12)

.

between

channel and areas

are important nesting areas

11

that should be carefully managed ~n
survival of
still

in

the Okavango

the long-term

population.

to ensure

the

The majority of nest sites

use are found here.

The majority of the fr7ew nests are now
among nest

sites below

in channels,
including

photoinap 8 i.e.

sandy bars and sandy

less

disturbance

panhandle may be
speculate at

the reason

made downstream,

towards Seronga,

banks and

away

from

However,

Changes

formation of levees
the

heavily

for this phenomena.

the present moment.

i.e.

Colt

But

we

settled
can only

(1961) stated that

crocodiles nest gre~ai-iously w~ere not disturbed.

Numbers of
crucial

to

such data
numbers,

nests

are

increasing

Botswana’s ranching schemes.
one must

of

searching
skills

active

be careful

nests

and

ability

and

nest

that

knowlcd:~’e

may

I.c~f

yearly.

However,

because yearly

in interpreting

increases

t~~pos

Hence data

in

all~

skill

1,Ihen

result

the

area

from

the study was done.

the early years of sampling may not
knowledge

bars

Phragmite~ beds
as a rc’hs

whore

and
may hc’

(.0

bajk~,

.

and

1988).

be reliable at

of the area is mastered then an

extensive

stands

of

was

uniform.

papyrus ~nd

used as rest jag .2nd basking sites as

lay c~;:rs

and

Here a

useful

(Graham,

assumpti on can be made1 ~ha t sampling over the years

Sandy

total

continuously refined

ol” associated biases in data

and

in

sites recorded may track skill

double method using both aerial and ground searches is
minimizes al1

This is

Iii ppos .i nc/i root.? y

well

help crocod~ 1. cs by

12

creating

routes

(J3lomberg,

and

pledgod

Wildlife

crocodile is

fully

to

a

lead

to

release

1.2m

crocodiles

the

of

the

nesting

November.

.released

remains

problem.

runLs and

Plans

4th

and

farming

major

ha~c]2 out,.

commonly recorded.

on

protcctod

1~’hiJ’e

husbandry remains
failure

to

i?eservc

survive.

should

that

sites

1976).

Farmers have
Moremi

channels

prenatal

Here

the
the

ranched stock

promising,

Embryonic

in

incubation

deaths,

neonate

deformities are still

to solve these physiological

problems are under way.
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